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ABSTRACT: Traffic congestion especially at road intersections is becoming an issuefor which road traffic users 

contend with daily. The conventional traffic light applies a fixed logic of allocating equal “GO” time to lanes of the 

traffic at road intersections irrespective of the density of traffic on each lane. Internet of things (IOT) is the 

interconnection of uniquely identifiable embedded computing device within the existing infrastructure. The proposed 

system (vehicle Traffic Monitoring) has a central microcontroller at every junction which receives data from tiny 

wireless sensor nodes place on the road. Traffic density is calculated with the help of IR trans receivers and the 

information is passed to cloud server which will give prior information regarding traffic jam at junctions. Results 

obtained from simulation and implementation of the design indicates that the traffic control system with the 

PIC18F4550 microcontroller and the infrared sensors gives a better performance compared to the conventional traffic 

light control system. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Traffic signals, traffic lights, stoplights or robots are flagging gadgets situated at street convergences, walker 

intersections, and different areas to control streams of traffic. The world's first traffic signal was a physically worked 

gaslit sign introduced in London in December 1868. It detonated not exactly a month after it was executed, harming 

its cop administrator. Sincere from Chicago protected the originally robotized traffic light framework in 1910. It 

utilized the words "STOP" and "Continue", albeit neither one of the words was enlightened. 

 

II. RELATEDWORK 

 

In paper [1] In Present day life we need to look with numerous issues one of which is grid lock getting more 

genuine for quite a while. 

In paper [2] Framework will be savvy and will ascertain the time each time dependent on the thickness and 

work in a cyclic clockwise sign lights control. Greatest and least time cutoff will be kept up. It is to forestall over 

holding up of vehicle in line of different paths which would be discovered tentatively. Control of the sign will be 

steered through the microcontroller. 

In paper [3] The task is pointed toward planning a thickness based unique traffic light framework were 

the circumstance of sign will change consequently on detecting the traffic thickness at any intersection. 

Inpaper[4]Traffic Light Framework or traffic observing is a tremendous area where WSN (wireless sensor 

organizations) can be applied to accumulate data about the traffic load on a specific street, approaching traffic stream, 

traffic load at specific timeframe (top hours) and in vehicle prioritization. 

In paper[5]The venture is intended to deal with the traffic light or traffic signal by assessing the thickness or 

number of vehicles out and about or path. 

In paper [6] One of such overextended framework is the street, a situation which has come about to 

increment in rush hour gridlock. 

In paper [7] The undertaking is pointed toward planning a thickness based powerful traffic light framework 

where the circumstance of sign will change consequently on detecting the traffic thickness at any intersection. 

In paper [8] The undertaking has been intended to build up a unique street signal dependent on thickness. The 

sync signal naturally changes to identifying traffic thickness at the crossing point. 

In paper [9] Generally urban communities, traffic is turning into a great issue for everyday life. In this way, 

heaps of strategies are taken into worry to curb the traffic. 

 In paper [10] The consistent development of individuals from country to metropolitan zones looking for 

greener pastures has brought about metropolitan populace blast and overextended frameworks.
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III. COMPONENTS REQUIRED 

 

A. SOFTWAREREQUIREMENT: 

 CCS c compiler CCS C Compilers are the most exceptional, profoundly created and most broadly utilized 

compiler in the business. ... CCS IDE C compiler items give a novel Profiler Instrument to follow time 

and use data for use on capacities, code blocks, just as getting live information from running projects.  

 Arduino IDE software compiler version 8.1 is opensource software and it's easily available for operating 

systems like MAC, windows, and Linux runs on the java platform that comes with inbuilt function and 

therefore the commands that play a significant role forde bugging, editing,and for compiling the code 

within the environment. The IDE environment mainly has two basic parts: Editor and therefore the 

complierwhere former is employed for writing the desired code and later is employed for compiling and 

uploading the code within the given Arduino UNO module. 

 

 

B. HARDWAREREQUIREMENT: 

 

 PIC Miniature regulator 16f877aThis amazing (200 nanosecond guidance execution) yet simple 

toprogram(just 35 single word guidelines) CMOS Streak based 8digitmicrocontroller packs CPU's 

amazing PIC®design into a 40 bundle and is upwards viable with the PIC16C5X, PIC12CXXX 

andPIC16C7X gadgets. 

 LCD 16×2 Pin graphthe 16×2 LCD pin out is appeared beneath. Pin1 (Ground/Source Pin): This is a 

GND pin of show, used to associate the GND terminal of themicrocontroller unit or force source.Pin2 

(VCC/Source Pin): This is the voltage supply pin of the showcase, used to associate the stockpile pinof 

the force source.Pin3 (V0/VEE/Control Pin): This pin manages the distinction of the showcase, used to 

associate avariable POT that can supply 0 to 5V.Pin4 (Register Select/Control Pin): This pin flips 

among order or information register, used tointerface a microcontroller unit pin and acquires either 0 

or 1(0 = information mode, and 1 = order mode). 

 4.1.3.1 Zigbee is a remote technology created as an open worldwide norm to address the exceptional 

necessities of ease, low power remote IoT organizations. The Zigbee standard works on the IEEE 

802.15. 4 actual radio detail and works in unlicensed groups including 2.4 GHz, 900 MHz furthermore, 

868 MHz 

 4.1.5 IR sensorIR sensor is the mix of IR Drove with Photograph DIODE. After this blend we are 

interfacing the DARLINGTON PAIR Semiconductor. End of the IR sensor we haveto interface a NOT 

door for the reversing reason implies low info have relating lowyield InfraRedreally is normal light 

with a specific tone. We people can't see thisshading since its frequency of 950nm is beneath the 

apparent range. That is one of thereasons why IR is picked for controller purposes, we need to utilize it 

yet we're notkeen on seeing it. Another explanation is on the grounds that IR LEDs are very simple to 

make, andthusly can be exceptionally modest. 

 LEDs for light control a lightproducing diode (Drove) is a semiconductor light source that discharges 

light when currentcourses through it. Electrons in the semiconductor recombine with electron 

openings, delivering energy inthe type of photons. The shade of the light (relating to the energy of the 

photons) is resolvedby the energy needed for electrons to cross the band hole of the 

semiconductor.White light is gotten by utilizing different semiconductors or a layer of light 

discharging phosphor on the semiconductor gadget. 

  TRANSFORMER 12012v1A120121A Center Tapped Advance Down Transformer is a universally 

useful case mountingmains transformer. Transformer has 230V essential winding and focus tapped 

optional winding. The transformer has flying shaded protected interfacing leads (Approx.100 mm 

long). The Transformer go about as step down transformer decreasing AC 230Vto AC 12V.The 

transformer is astatic electrical gadget that moves energy by inductive coupling between its winding 

circuits. 

 

 Pin graph of 7805 voltage controller ICAs referenced before, 7805 is a three-terminal gadget with the 

three pins being 1. Information,2. GROUND and 3. OUTPUT. The accompanying picture shows the 

pins on a run of the mill 7805 IC in To220Bundle.
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IV. WORKING 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

fig1.Blockdiagramofproposedsystem (Transmitter) 

 

 

 

 
 

fig2.Blockdiagramofproposedsystem (Receiver) 

 

 

The working of our proposed system is the figure exhibits the rudimentary interaction principle. When 

this development of free electron and opening happens, there is an adjustment of the energy level as the voltage 

drops from the conduction band to the valance band. There is an arrival of energy because of the movement of the 

electron. In standard diodes, the arrival of energy in the way of warmth. In any case, in Drove the arrival of 

energy in the type of photons would radiate light energy. The whole cycle is known as electroluminescence, 

what's more, the diodes are known as a light radiating diode. In Drove, energy released in light structure pivots on 

the illegal energy hole. One could control the frequency of the light created. Along these lines, from its 

frequency, the light tone and its perceivability or cannot be controlled.
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V. RESULTS 

 

 
 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONANDFUTUREWORK 

 

Traffic light has become a significant issue on the streets of Mancy urban areas in India. some crisis vehicles like 

emergency vehicle, fire detachments and some significant security passes on stall out in the rush hour gridlock and 

need to stand by which isn't alluring. As per the report, blockage levels expanded in the entirety of the metropolitan 

urban areas measured. This profoundly affects urban communities, from expanded air contamination and carbon 

dioxide levels, extra wear on vehicles and streets just as friendly/mental effects like expanded uneasiness, stress and 

uncontrollable anger. 
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